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WHY WE MUST SAY NO TO NATO
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NATO - The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
was formed in Washington DC on the 4th April
1949 to provide collective security against the
Soviet Union.
NATO had 12 founding members: Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, the United Kingdom and the United
States.
The premise being that at the conclusion of
World War 2, precautionary measures needed
to be in place to protect the world from the
perceived threat of the Soviet Union and to
ensure that another World War could not take
place as to attack one NATO country would be
to attack all NATO countries. As such an attack
on one NATO country would result in a global
response from all NATO members and act as a
deterrent to future aggressors like Nazi
Germany - led by Hitler (pictured).

Creating NATO Command Structure

NATO’S NAZI SECRET
Whilst NATO’s agenda sounds good in
principle, their secret agenda is far more
sinister than most can imagine.
Why would NATO identify the Soviet
Union as the primary threat to world
peace, when in fact the Red Army (The
Soviet Union) was "the main engine of
Nazism’s destruction.” (Max Hastings)
The Nazis suffered three-quarters of
their war time losses to the Red Army.
The truth is, 1,600 Nazis were invited to
the US at the end of WW2 in 1945, and
in 1949 through this infiltration had
created NATO to further their Nazi
agenda of world domination. And due to
their defeat at the hands of the Red Army
they wanted revenge.

Operation Paperclip The “Secret” Operation to import Nazis to America
By the end of WW2 America faced a dilemma, what to do with the
Nazi scientists, engineers and technicians, many of whom were
Nazi Party members, members of the SS and leaders guilty of mass
murder and war crimes? (The SS - Schutzstaffel which means
“Protection Squadron” was the paramilitary arm of the Nazi Party
most responsible for the genocidal murder of 5.5 to 6 million jews The Holocaust).
The fear was that the Soviet Union would secure these Nazis
themselves, who were by all means (albeit in a negative way) the
greatest minds of the most advanced military machine of the time,
Nazi Germany.
Thus in 1945, in order to prevent these minds being recruited by the
Soviet Union and advancing the Red Army’s military capability, the
decision was made to bring 1,600 Nazis and their families to
America and directly incorporate them into America’s science,
engineering and technical divisions.

To examine why this would be an issue we need to look at Nazi Germany
The Hitler Youth
The members of the
Hitler Youth were
viewed as ensuring the
future of Nazi
Germany and they
were indoctrinated in
Nazi ideology,
including racism.
(Hitler pictured with the
Hitler Youth)

The Hitler Youth was the sole official boys' youth organisation for boys aged 14-18 in
Germany and it was partially a paramilitary organisation. The German Youngsters in the
Hitler Youth was for boys aged 10-14.
Many activities closely resembled military training, with weapons training, assault course
circuits and basic tactics. The aim was to turn the Hitler Youth into motivated soldiers.
There was greater emphasis on physical ability and military training than on academic
study. Sacrifice for the cause was inculcated into their training. Former Hitler Youth Franz
Jagemann said that the notion "Germany must live" even if the members of the Hitler Youth
had to die was "hammered" into them.

The Hitler Youth were used to break up
church youth groups, spy on religious
classes and Bible studies, and interfere
with church attendance.
Education and training programs for the
Hitler Youth were designed to undermine
the values of traditional structures of
German society.
Hitler Youth at a
book burning and the
Hitler Youth flag.

Their training also aimed to remove
social and intellectual distinctions
between classes, to be replaced and
dominated by the political goals of
Hitler's totalitarian dictatorship.

Additional training was provided that linked state-identified enemies such as Jews with
Germany's previous defeat in the First World War, and societal decline. The Hitler Youth
were indoctrinated with the myths of Aryan racial superiority (white supremacy) and to
view Jews and Slavs as subhumans.
The Slavic people are subdivided into East Slavs (chiefly Russians, Ukrainians, and
Belarusians), West Slavs (chiefly Poles, Czechs, Slovaks, and Wends, or Sorbs), and
South Slavs (chiefly Serbs, Croats, Bosnians, Slovenes, Macedonians, and Montenegrins).
Bulgarians, though of mixed origin like the Hungarians, speak a Slavic language and are
often designated as South Slavs.
As historian Richard Evans observes, "The songs they sang were Nazi songs. The books
they read were Nazi books.

The Soviet Union as a Threat to World Peace

Thus it is clear to see the reason why at the formation of NATO, NATO declared the
Soviet Union as the greatest threat to world peace and not the Axis Powers (who fought
the allies) such as Nazi Germany, Italy or Japan.
The Soviet Union was ultimately responsible for capture and defeat of Nazi Germany and
NATO - an Operation of the Nazis, was planning its demise from its inception along with
the destruction of the Slavic people and the Allies who fought against the Nazis in WW2.

Bund Deutscher Mädel - The League of German Girls
The League of German Girls was the female section
of the Hitler Youth, its role was to indoctrinate girls
into the beliefs and ideals of the Nazi regime. The
BDM focused on developing girls into women who
were dedicated to Nazism, dutiful housewives, and
whose role within in society was to become a
mother. Girls were to grow-up with an unquestioning
understanding of the intended role of women in the
Third Reich (the Nazi regime). BDM members were
required to have German parents, be in good health,
and conform to Nazi racial ideals.
The BDM used campfire romanticism, summer camps, folklorism, tradition, and sports to
indoctrinate girls within the Nazi belief system, and to train them for their roles in
German society: wife, mother, and homemaker.
Their home evenings revolved around domestic training, but Saturdays involved
strenuous outdoor exercise and physical training. The purpose of these activities was to
promote good health, which would enable them to serve their people and their country.
The "home evenings"—ideally to be conducted in specially built homes—also included
world view training, with instruction in history. This instruction would include learning
the Horst Wessel song (The Nazi Party Anthem), the Nazi holidays, stories about Hitler
Youth martyrs, and facts about their locality and German culture and history. Physical
education included track and field sports like running and the long jump, gymnastics,
route-marching, and swimming. The importance of self-sacrifice for Germany was heavily
emphasised
Members were also taught the Nazi Party's racial ideas. The League was particularly
regarded as instructing girls to avoid Rassenschande or racial defilement, which was
treated with particular importance for young females.

The Women of Nazi Germany
German women played a vital role in the Nazi movement, one which far
exceeded the Nazi Party’s propaganda that a woman’s place was strictly in the
home as mothers and child-bearers.
Of the estimated forty million German women in the Reich, some thirteen million
were active in Nazi Party organisations that furthered the regime’s goals of racial
purity, imperial conquest, and global war.
Excerpt from Hitler’s Furies

“The history of female killers—Hitler’s furies - during
the Third Reich has been suppressed, overlooked,
and under-researched.
“There were plenty of women who killed Jews and
other “enemies” of the Reich, more than had been
documented during the war or prosecuted afterward.
Hitler’s Furies were not marginal sociopaths. They
believed that their violent deeds were justified acts of
revenge meted out to enemies of the Reich; such
deeds were, in their minds, expressions of loyalty.”
“Altvater burst into the children’s ward and walked
from bed to bed, eyeing each child. She stopped,
picked one up, took it to the balcony, and threw the
child to the pavement below. She pushed the older
children to the balcony of the ward—which was on
the third floor—and shoved them over the rail. Not
all of the children died on impact, but those who
survived were seriously injured.” (Wendy Lower)

"Lebensborn” translates to “wellspring of life” or
“fountain or life.” The Lebensborn project was one of
most secret and terrifying Nazi projects. Heinrich
Himmler (the main architect of the Holocaust) founded
the Lebensborn project on December 12, 1935, the
same year the Nuremberg Laws outlawed
intermarriage with Jews and others who were deemed
inferior.
Himmler encouraged SS and Wermacht officers to have
children with Aryan women. He believed Lebensborn
children would grow up to lead a Nazi-Aryan nation.

The Schutzstaffel - SS
The two main constituent groups of the Schutzstaffel (SS) were the Allgemeine SS
(General SS) and Waffen-SS (Armed SS). The Allgemeine SS was responsible for
enforcing the racial policy of Nazi Germany and general policing, whereas the Waffen-SS
consisted of combat units within Nazi Germany's military.
A third component of the SS, the SS-Totenkopfverbände (SS-TV; "Death's Head Units”),
ran the concentration camps and extermination camps. Additional subdivisions of the SS
included the Gestapo and the Sicherheitsdienst (SD) organisations.
They were tasked with the detection of actual or potential enemies of the Nazi state, the
neutralisation of any opposition, policing the German people for their commitment to
Nazi ideology, and providing domestic and foreign intelligence.
As part of its race-centric
functions during World War
II, the SS oversaw the
isolation and displacement of
Jews from the populations of
the conquered territories,
seizing their assets and
deporting them to
concentration camps and
ghettos, where they were used
as slave labor or immediately
killed.

Jewish bodies in the Belson concentration camp

Chosen to implement the Final Solution (Holocaust) ordered by Hitler, the SS were the
main group responsible for the institutional murder and democide of more than 20 million
people during the Holocaust, including approximately 5.2 million to 6 million Jews and
10.5 million Slavs. A significant number of victims were members of other racial or ethnic
groups such as the 258,000 Romani.
The SS was involved in murdering people viewed as threats to race hygiene or Nazi
ideology, including the mentally or physically handicapped, homosexuals, and political
dissidents.
According to the judgments rendered at the Nuremberg trials, as well as many war
crimes investigations and trials conducted since then, the SS was responsible for the
majority of Nazi war crimes. In particular, it was the primary organisation that carried
out the Holocaust.

Children of the Auschwitz concentration camp
The SS ideology included the application of brutality and terror as a solution to military
and political problems. The SS stressed total loyalty and obedience to orders unto
death.
Hitler used this as a powerful tool to further his aims and those of the Nazi Party. The
SS was entrusted with the commission of atrocities, illegal activities, and war crimes.
Himmler once wrote that an SS man "hesitates not for a single instant, but executes
unquestioningly ..." any Führer-Befehl (order of Hitler). Their official motto was
"Meine Ehre heißt Treue" (My Honour is Loyalty)
The Final Solution or the Final Solution to the Jewish Question was a Nazi plan for
the genocide of Jews during World War II. It was the official code name for the
murder of all Jews within reach, which was not restricted to the European continent.
This policy of deliberate and systematic genocide starting across German-occupied
Europe was formulated in procedural and geopolitical terms by Nazi leadership in
January 1942 and culminated in the Holocaust, which saw the murder of 90% of Polish
Jews and two-thirds of the Jewish population of Europe.

The Nazi Concentration Camps
Between 1933 and 1945, Nazi Germany and its
allies established more than 44,000 camps and
other incarceration sites (including ghettos).
The perpetrators used these sites for a range of
purposes, including forced labor, detention of
people thought to be enemies of the state, and
for mass murder.
The Nazi regime built a series of incarceration
sites to imprison and eliminate real and
perceived "enemies of the state."
Many of these sites were called concentration
camps. The term concentration camp refers to a
camp in which people are detained or confined,
usually under harsh conditions and without
regard to legal norms of arrest and
imprisonment that are acceptable in a
constitutional democracy.
The concentration camps were run exclusively
by the SS

Prisoners at the Mauthausen
Concentration camp

Forced labor played a crucial role in the
wartime German economy. German
military, SS, and civilian authorities
brutally exploited Jews, Poles, Soviet
civilians, and concentration camp prisoners
for the war effort. Many forced labourers
died as the result of ill-treatment, disease,
and starvation.

Even before the war began, the Nazis imposed forced labor on Jewish civilians, both
inside and outside concentration camps. As early as 1937, the Nazis increasingly
exploited the forced labor of so-called "enemies of the state" for economic gain and to
meet desperate labor shortages. By the end of that year, most Jewish males residing in
Germany were required to perform forced labor for various government agencies.
When Germany conquered Poland in the autumn of 1939 and established the
Generalgouvernement, the German occupation authorities required all Jewish and
Polish males to perform unpaid forced labor. The German authorities required Polish
Jews to live in ghettos and deployed them at forced labor, much of it manual. For
example, in the Lodz ghetto, German state and private entrepreneurs established 96
plants and factories that produced goods for the German war effort. Forced-labor
practices escalated in the spring of 1942, following changes in the administration of
concentration camps.
For Jews, the ability to work often meant the potential to survive after the Nazis began
to implement the "Final Solution," the plan to murder all of European Jewry. Jews
deemed physically unable to work were often the first to be shot or deported.

The Nazi Extermination Camps - The Final Solution

Bodies at a Nazi extermination camp
After deportation trains arrived at the killing centres, guards ordered the deportees to get
out and form a line. The victims then went through a selection process. Men were
separated from women and children.
A Nazi, usually an SS physician, looked quickly at each person to decide if he or she was
healthy and strong enough for forced labor.
This SS officer then pointed to the left or the right; victims did not know that individuals
were being selected to live or die.
Babies and young children, pregnant women, the elderly, the handicapped, and the sick
had little chance of surviving this first selection.

Allies, looking at
the bodies of those
who didn’t survive
the rail journey.

Those who had been selected to die
were led to gas chambers. In order
to prevent panic, camp guards told
the victims that they were going to
take showers to rid themselves of
lice.
The guards instructed them to turn
over all their valuables and to
undress. Then they were driven
naked into the "showers." A guard
closed and locked the steel door.
In some killing centres, carbon
monoxide was piped into the
chamber. In others, camp guards
threw "Zyklon B” pellets down an
air shaft. Zyklon B was a highly
poisonous insecticide also used to
kill rats and insects.

Gas chambers disguised as showers
Prisoner placing body in an oven

Usually within minutes after
entering the gas chambers,
everyone inside was dead from lack
of oxygen.
Under guard, prisoners were
forced to haul the corpses to a
nearby room, where they removed
hair, gold teeth, and fillings.
The bodies were burned in ovens in
the crematoria or buried in mass
graves.
Many people profited from the
pillage of corpses. Camp guards stole
some of the gold. The rest was melted
down and deposited in an SS bank
account.
Private business firms bought and
used the hair to make many products,
including ship rope and mattresses.

Remains of Nazi death camp prisoners

The V1 and V2 Rockets
The V-2 (German: Vergeltungswaffe 2, "Retaliation
Weapon 2"), with the technical name Aggregat 4
(A4), was the world's first long-range guided
ballistic missile. The missile, powered by a liquidpropellant rocket engine, was developed during the
Second World War in Germany as a "vengeance
weapon" and assigned to attack Allied cities as
retaliation for the Allied bombings against German
cities.
The V-2 rocket also became the first artificial object
to travel into space
Research into military use of long-range rockets
began when the graduate studies of Wernher von
Braun attracted the attention of the German Army.
A series of prototypes culminated in the A-4, which
went to war as the V-2.
Death from above without warning:
Hitler's V1, V2 rockets killed thousands
of British civilians in final months of
WW2.

The V2 Rocket

First striking Britain in September 1944,
V2 - was Hitler's last throw of the dice.
Around 10,366 'vengeance weapons'
were fired at London and the south east,
ultimately leaving around 8,754 dead,
The V2 rockets used astonishingly
advanced technology to shoot 50 miles
into air, before arcing in a 120-mile
trajectory
Unlike the predecessor the V1, you could
not see - or hear - a V2 coming as it
travelled faster than the speed of sound
The sophisticated technology from the
V2s was later harnessed by the US and
Soviet Union to pioneer space travel

London map illustrating where
some of the 1,500 V2 rockets hit

Wernher von Braun - Kurt Debus - The SS and Saturn 5
Wernher von Braun (left) and Kurt
Debus (right) worked in Nazi
Germany’s rocket development
program. Wernher von Braun codesigned the V weapons and Kurt
Debus was appointed by Hitler as the
V weapons flight test director.
The V weapons were produced using
slave labour in horrific conditions at
the Mittlewerk factory and it is
estimated that up to 20,000 people
died in their production.
Wernher von Braun and Kurt Debus
after relocation to America in
Operation Paperclip pictured with
the Saturn 500f - a test rocket for the
Saturn 5 programme which took
Americans to the moon.

SS-Hauptsturmführer Kurt Debus Director of NASA’s Launch Operations
Centre - Later named the Kennedy space
centre sat next to President Kennedy
and V.P. Lyndon Johnson (right)
SS-Sturmbannführer Wernher von Braun in
his SS uniform (left).
Famous SS-Hauptsturmführers:
Richard Baer - Commander at Auschwitz
Karl Bömelburg - Gestapo Leader in France
Adolf Diekmann - Oradour-sur-Glane massacre
Famous SS-Hauptsturmführers:
Dr Horst Fischer - Dr at Auschwitz
Amon Göth - Commander of Plaszow
Dr August Hirt - Had jews gassed for their
skeletons

NASA’s Stennis Space Centre - The Nazi Open Plan Gas Chamber
In Mississippi

If you think that the idea of breeding a blonde-haired, blue-eyed supermensch, first
emerged under the German Nazi Party you’re mistaken.
The concept originated in the United States decades before Hitler came to power, and
many of Hitler’s worst atrocities, including gas chambers, were first legitimised by
American eugenicists.
In the late 19th and early 20th century, America was reeling demographically from
immigration, racial conflict and post-Reconstruction chaos. Government adopted the
idea of scientifically managing both nature and society, a philosophy that came to be
known as Progressivism, and as usual when politics and science are conjoined together,
a monster was born.
This view of science as reform, plus the newly discovered science of genetics, gave rise
to eugenics, the racist pseudoscience that claimed to improve human populations
through selective breeding and sterilisation.
In 1911, a study funded by the prestigious Carnegie Institute, outlined eighteen
possible ‘solutions’ to the problem of preventing gene pool pollution, including
euthanasia, forced sterilisation and geographical isolation.

The most commonly suggested method for eugenicide
in America was a “lethal chamber” or public locally
operated gas chamber.

Chronic Disease in America and in the Surrounding
Areas of Mississippi

Vapour from Stennis Space
Centre forms clouds that rain
and travel up to 500 miles a
day. This potentially means
that to avenge the US bombing
of Nazi Germany in WW2, two
Nazi SS personnel with
support from the Operation
Paperclip Nazis, constructed a
public gas chamber with which
to gas Americans.

Jeremy Clarkson in 2010 at V3 - (I’m not certain if he
was directed to perform a Nazi salute) and after the V3
cloud started to rain. Jeremy Clarkson illnesses since:
2017 - Pneumonia - He wrote that he had “three nights
spent spasming in my bed.”He was then told he would
have to be admitted for at least a week, which he called
impossible. The doctor said: “If you don’t do as I say
you will die.”
2021 - “My lungs feel as if they’re on fire if I even look
at a bicycle, and when I go for a swim it feels as though
I have a small car on my back.”

We could call this centre
Vergeltungswaffe 3,
"Retaliation Weapon 3” or V3.
It is estimated that over 50
million Americans have died
from chronic disease in the last
30 years. A new Holocaust.

The Actions of NATO in the World - 9/11 and False Flag Attacks
Of all the “conspiracy theories” that exist
in todays world there may be none more
famous than 9/11. Fortunately through
time and the significant risks very brave
individuals have taken to reveal and
uncover the truth, this is one “conspiracy
theory” that has today been established as
fact.
The attack on the World Trade Centres
September 11, 2001 (9/11) were an inside
job, a false flag attack (an attack planned
by a group belonging to a country that is
then blamed on another party, usually in a
foreign country) designed to create a
narrative to invade Afghanistan and launch
the “War on Terror”. The War on Terror
was an Operation of the US government
that sought to use the 9/11 attacks to
invade and launch war on several middle
eastern countries to hunt and destroy
Osama Bin Laden and the Al Qaeda
terrorist group who were blamed for 9/11.

The second plane to hit the WTC towers
on 9/11 in New York 2001.
The attack was blamed on Osama Bin
Laden and Al Qaeda

The Collapse of the WTC Buildings
Left - WTC
Towers before
the two planes
hit
Right - WTC
after two planes
- each striking a
Tower had hit

The WTC Towers were
designed to withstand the
impact of being hit by a plane
and are actually the first
buildings to collapse at free-fall
speed after being struck by
planes in history at the time of
writing.

A number of buildings have been hit by planes and remain standing. The official story is
the aviation fuel from the planes melted the steel in the structure and caused the
collapse. There is a significant issue with that claim. Aviation fuel burns at 800 -1,500
degrees and the melting point for most steel is 2,700 degrees.
At the very least we should have seen evidence of the 200,000 tonnes of steel that was
used to build the WTC Towers in the wreckage of the buildings but it was missing,
where did it go?

All that remained of the WTC Twin
Towers. As you can see the vast
majority of the 200,000 tonnes of
steel has simply vanished which
should not be possible given the
explanation of the official story.
What the official report neglected to
mention was the presence of military
grade nano thermite (an incendiary)
which is used in the demolition of
steel structures. Nano Thermite can
burn to temperatures of 2,843
degrees. Enough to melt steel.
“However, we find that thermite has in fact been used to demolish steel structures in the
past. Popular Mechanics itself documents that thermite was used in the demolition of
structures such as the Skyride Tower in Chicago and the dome of the German Reichstag.
Furthermore, experiments conducted by civil engineer Jonathan Cole have shown that
ordinary thermate can be used to effectively cut through steel columns. And as described
earlier, the effectiveness of nano-thermite is much higher than that of ordinary thermate.”
Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth

Several tonnes of molten steel at the WTC Towers wreckage. Aviation fuel cannot melt
steel. Military grade nano-thermite can. This leads to the question, who placed military
grade nano-thermite in the WTC buildings - an incendiary used in controlled demolitions
of steel buildings, and why?

Nano-thermite used in the controlled demolition of the German
Reichstag Dome in 1954 and presence of nano-thermite in the WTC
Buildings

Above and right - Controlled Demolition
of the Reichstag Dome in 1954 with
evidence of nano-thermite melting steel.
Left - Evidence of molten steel
pouring out the WTC Towers.
Aviation fuel does not burn hot
enough to achieve this.
Evidence of military grade nanothermite used in controlled
demolitions being used in the
demolition of the WTC buildings,
causing molten metal to pour out of
the Towers.
This explains the disappearance of
200,000 tonnes of steel.

Grenfell Tower
In June 2017 Grenfell Tower caught ablaze and was
on fire for 60 hours. On the left you can see the
before during and after pictures.
There was no collapse. In comparison, the North
Tower of the WTC burned for 1 hour and 42 minutes
and the South Tower burned for 56 minutes.

The Aftermath of 9/11
Through my investigations into 9/11 over the years and more recently the Nazi - NATO
connection, I believe that the Nazi ideal of global domination and the establishment of
the Nazi Fourth Reich - The New World Order, is the primary reason for the controlled
demolition of the WTC buildings.
There is much evidence that illustrates the Bin Laden family’s business relationships
with George Bush Jr, George Bush Sr and the Carlyle Group. The Carlyle Group is a
major conglomerate in the US which specialises in the military sector, producing tanks,
vehicles, weapons etc. Through the War on Terror the Carlyle Group made Billions in
profit. The Bin Laden family were investors in the Carlyle Group - George Bush Sr was
a Senior Advisor to the Group and George Bush Jr sat on the board of Directors.
Whilst this is true, I believe the true purpose of the 9/11 attacks was to create a
narrative to enable the invasion of countries who had displayed no aggression to the US
or its citizen’s whatsoever, like Iraq. The Nazi’s used the Bin Laden - Bush network to
achieve this aim primarily.

“THE TRUTH IS, there is no Islamic army or terrorist group called Al-Qaeda, and
any informed intelligence officer knows this. But, there is a propaganda campaign to
make the public believe in the presence of an intensified entity representing the ‘devil’
only in order to drive TV watchers to accept a unified international leadership for a
war against terrorism. The country behind this propaganda is the United States.”
“Bin Laden was, though, a product of a monumental miscalculation by western
security agencies. Throughout the 80s he was armed by the CIA and funded by the
Saudis to wage jihad against the Russian occupation of Afghanistan. Al-Qaida,
literally "the database", was originally the computer file of the thousands of
mujahideen who were recruited and trained with help from the CIA to defeat the
Russians.”
Robin Cook - Foreign Secretary 2003 (1946-2005). RIP Robin Cook who died two
years after these comments were made of a “heart attack."

What this means is Bin Laden, whose family were investors in
the Carlyle Group, led a group of CIA recruited and trained
Mujahideen whose details were stored in a database “Al-Qaida”
to fly planes into the WTC Towers, more than likely at the
request of their US contacts.
Pierre-Henri Bunel (born 1952) is a former French artillery and intelligence officer.
He became publicly known after having leaked sensitive NATO documents during the
Kosovo war, for which he served a jail sentence in 2001–2002.
Documents indicated the future strikes in Serbia during the Kosovo War. While
newspapers alleged a traditional pro-Serb bias in the French military, he claimed to be
acting under orders of French intelligence services with the object of convincing the
sceptical Serb government that the NATO threat of bombing was real.

The War on Terror
Since the War on
Terror began NATO
has invaded and
launched war on these
countries:

According to Western sources it is estimated these wars
caused the deaths of 897,000 - 929,000 people including over
364,000 civilians.

Afghanistan
Philipines
Trans-Sahara
Horn Of Africa
Iraq
Pakistan
Yemen
Syria
Islamic State of Lanao
Libya
Cameroon
Kashmir
Somalia

The “total deaths from Western interventions in Iraq and
Afghanistan since the 1990s - from direct killings and the
longer-term impact of war-imposed deprivation - likely
constitute around 4 million (2 million in Iraq from
1991-2003, plus 2 million from the “war on terror”), and
could be as high as 6-8 million people when accounting for
higher avoidable death estimates in Afghanistan.”

Many of these
countries such as Iraq
displayed no hostility
to the US or killed a
single US citizen prior
to invasion.

According to Washington DC-based Physicians for Social
Responsibility (PRS)

This study was concluded 5 years ago and as such we are
probably looking at a figure closer to 9-12 million deaths mostly civilian.

Iraq and the Weapons of Mass
Destruction (WMD)
The pretext for the invasion of Iraq was that President
Saddam Hussein had WMDs capable of being used against
America and as such an invasion was launched to hunt and
decommission these weapons.
There was one problem, all intelligence and investigations on
the matter concluded that Iraq was not in possession of any
WMDs. It was another example of an invasion based on a lie

Tony Blair (Prime Minister at the time) was charged
with deliberately misleading the public over Iraq's
weapons of mass destruction yesterday as two former
cabinet ministers revealed that MI6 believed Saddam
Hussein's arsenal posed no immediate threat.
In an extraordinary public hearing at Westminster,
Clare Short and Robin Cook told MPs that intelligence
chiefs had concluded that the risk of Saddam using
chemical or biological weapons was not high.
Ms Short, the former secretary of state for international
development, said Mr Blair was guilty of "honourable
deception" and claimed he used "a series of half-truths,
exaggerations, reassurances that were not the case to get
us into conflict by the spring.

Robin Cook 1946-2005
David Christopher Kelly was the
distinguished government scientist who
hunted down weapons of mass destruction of
the kind used by the Blair government to
justify the 2003 war with Iraq. The problem
was the Saddam Hussein regime did not have
them.
In July 2003 he had an off-the-record
conversation with Andrew Gilligan, a BBC
journalist; during their discussion, they
talked about the 2002 dossier on Iraqi
weapons of mass destruction.
Andrew Gilligan stated that the 2002
dossier had been “sexed up” to create the
narrative to go to war with Iraq one week
before the report was published on BBC
Today. David Kelly was named as one of the
sources of Andrew Gilligan’s research.
Kelly informed his line managers in the MoD
that he may have been the source.
On the 15th July David Kelly gave evidence
to the Foreign Affairs Committee about his
interactions with Andrew Gilligan and
WMD’s. Two days later, he was dead.

David Kelly 1944 - 2003 - New evidence has
subsequently emerged that evidences Dr David Kelly
Did not commit suicide.
"Tony Blair convinced himself with unjustified
certainty that Iraq’s President, Saddam Hussein, had
weapons of mass destruction, when intelligence reports
had not established "beyond doubt" that they existed,
the long awaited Chilcot report has damningly
concluded.” The Independent 6th July 2016.

2008 “Mr Blair has become a particular
favourite with the Washington-based Carlyle
Group. Next month he will address a
conference of its European investors in Paris
about "geopolitics". He addressed a similar
conference for Carlyle in Dubai in February.”
Telegraph - 29 October 2008.
Tony Blair earns £12m since leaving
Downing Street as a public speaker for
organisations such as the Carlyle Group.

Operation Paperclip in the Movies and The World Today
Captain America and the Winter Soldier and The Matrix

Zola - A Nazi scientist states that he also helped the Nazi cause. Hydra is a reference to Nazi
Germany and Hitler with the clear salute of “Hail Hydra” in place of “Heil Hitler.”
There is also a movie crossover reference to the Matrix with Zola’s Matrix screen effect and
reference to Agent Smith in a Nazi uniform - revealing that the agents in The Matrix are
actually Nazis. We will look at Agent Smith’s Nazi speech in a moment.

S.H.I.E.L.D refers to the US Homeland Security and NATO - the old S.S.R - Strategic
Scientific Reserve logo refers to the U.S.S.R - The Soviet Union. You can see the
symbolism of crossing out the S.S.R logo and replacing it with the S.H.I.E.L.D logo
represents the Nazi agenda of destroying the US and the Soviet Union.
This coincides with NATO’s objective to “provide collective security against the Soviet
Union”

JFK wanted to bring the US troops home from the Vietnam War. Robin Cook stated
there was no terror organisation called Al Qaeda and that Iraq did not have any
weapons of mass destruction. David Kelly was a source for reporter Andrew Gilligan
who advised the Iraqi dossier on WMD’s had been “sexed up” to go to war with Iraq.
All assassinated by Operations which stem from the Operation Paperclip Nazis.

The Nazi concept of “purification” is mass murder and genocide

“Hitler’s” 4th Reich will emerge after the mass murder and genocide
Neo and confirmation that the Matrix is an Operation Paperclip
programme

The Operation Paperclip Nazi - Agent Smith
describing the purification process to Morpheus

The Implication of Operation Paperclip in America and the
World Today

Working with an average of 3 children and one wife, the 1,600 Nazi scientists,
engineers and technicians brought to America at the end of WW2 becomes 3,200 Nazis
(including wife) and 8,000 Nazis (including three children) who were brought to
America in 1945 - 1959.
Working with the average of 3 children per family by the time a Nazi wife was 25, we
can guesstimate starting at the year 1945, that in 25 years from that date, the three
children per family would each have three children.
Those 4,800 children by 1970 have 3 children each increasing their number to 14,400
and 17,600 including the original parents.
Using the same method in 25 years from 1970 those 14,400 Nazis becomes 43,000 Nazis
by 1995. Considering the deaths of the original Operation Paperclip scientists,
engineers technicians and their wives by this time we are looking at a total of 43,000
Nazis by 1995
2020 -129,600 Nazis with direct lineage and ideology of the Third Reich living in
America

129,000 Nazis in America with 70 years of :

• Infiltration in the American Military, Scientific and Engineering complex
• Infiltration in all aspects of society

• Undermining the values of traditional structures of American society
• Breaking up church, youth groups, spying on religious classes and Bible studies, and
interfering with church attendance
• Breaking the cultural norms of America
• Instilling loyalty to the 4th Reich - The New World Order
• Instilling the ideology of self-sacrifice in order that Germany’s 4th Reich will survive
• Propagating hatred towards the enemies of the Reich
• Designing and implementing Vengeance weapons
• Conducting mass murder and genocide in the world
• Continuation of human experiments and mind control
• The creation and use of NATO to destroy Russia and the Allied forces of WW2
• Creating a military complex with which to further the cause of the 4th Reich - The
New World Order
• Infiltration of Hollywood and the music industry to instil Nazi propaganda,
programmes and ideologies on the world stage
• Propagation of Operation Paperclip programmes and terror attacks across the world,
especially those with a view to creating anti-muslim sentiment to further public
support for wars in the Middle East, or to target those who are against war such as:
• 9/11, London 7/7 bombings, Westminster and Borough Market Terror attacks, Lee
Rigby, Manchester Bombing, Jo Cox, David Kelly, Robin Cook to mention but a few.
Note - During the construction of this newsletter I referred to many articles throughout. Due to the time
critical nature of this report I haven’t listed all references. I will create a blog on the Star Family News site and
strive to list all references in the coming days. Much Love to all those who contributed - Jason.

Nazi’s in Ukraine - The Azov Battalion
Foreign Policy magazine –
Russia’s fierce critic – met with
the leader of Azov Battalion, an
irregular force assisting Kiev to
cleanse eastern Ukraine of
“terrorists.” The group boasts
fierce tactics, “values far from
European,” and Nazi-like
attributes.
Azov, which has an estimated personnel of 900 people, is one of about 50 volunteer
battalions formed by Maidan activists and ultra-nationalists of the Right Sector group.
These units have been brought to eastern Ukraine to form the backbone of the forces
fighting against the local self-defense militia advocating independence from Ukraine.
Azov is a far-right all-volunteer infantry military unit whose members harbour neoNazi and white supremacist ideology.
The unit was led by Andriy Biletsky, who served as the the leader of both the Patriot of
Ukraine (founded in 2005) and the SNA (founded in 2008). The SNA is known to
have carried out attacks on minority groups in Ukraine.
Biletsky was elected to parliament in 2014. He left Azov as elected officials cannot be in
the military or police force. He remained an MP until 2019.
In 2010, Biletsky said
Ukraine’s national
purpose was to “lead
the white races of the
world in a final
crusade … against
Semite-led
Untermenschen
[inferior races]”.
The 42-year-old is
nicknamed Bely Vozd
– or White Ruler – by
his supporters. He
established the farright National Corps
party in October 2016,
whose core base is
veterans of Azov.

Ukraine President Zelensky wearing a
variant of the Nazi Iron Cross as worn
by Hitler

The Ukrainian Ethnic Cleansing of Donbass

Mass graves are being discovered in Donbass

A Letter to the People
What’s Gwanin People?
I hope you have managed to stay well given the circumstances, I have
survived 4 poisoning attempts since July 2021 and several stabbing
and shooting attempts over the recent years. The poisoning really has
had an impact on my health but I seem to be recovering ok. I’m still
having a significant issue trying to remove the queer agenda from my
life but I seem to be making progress in that area. To reiterate, I am a
straight man who only likes women and the queer sex offenders
involved in my abuse will pay a high spiritual cost for their
transgressions against universal law.

That’s the formalities out the way. I wrote Star Family News Issue 15 because
through my investigations and learning over the years it has become apparent that
Nazi - NATO is attempting to start a new German 4th Reich - The New World
Order that has been the topic of much discussion over the years.
It is my belief that NATO will attempt in any which way it can to draw as many
European nations into the Ukraine - Russia conflict causing Russia and it’s allies to
take military action against those countries, bringing the front line of the war
gradually westward until it reaches the UK.
This in turn will cause NATO and its “Allies” to attempt to destroy Russia as per
the Nazi agenda of "seeking revenge for the defeat of Nazi Germany” by the
Russians in World War 2. Once Russia - who NATO deem as the biggest threat to
the Nazi agenda, is nullified, Nazi - NATO will turn its attention and war efforts
on to its “Allies” especially the UK.
I believe this is what is referred to as the “Purification” process discussed in this
newsletter. After the Nazi “Purification” process, the Nazi 4th Reich, The New
World Order - will arise. And that’s why:
WE MUST SAY NO TO NAZI NATO
During the first few days of the Ukraine Russia conflict, an image appeared on the
official Twitter account of Ukraine. This
image is not calling Putin “Hitler” for
invading the Ukraine, it is a Nazi
message saying the Nazis plan for
revenge is underway. Much Love - Jason

